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The relations between the complete weight enumerators in genus n of Type II
codes over Z2m and Jacobi forms of genus n have been discussed. One derives a
map between the invariant spaces of the groups G2m, n (or H2m, n , respectively) and
the rings of Jacobi forms (or Siegel modular forms, repectively) of genus n. The
MacWilliams identities of the complete weight enumerators in genus n of Type II
codes over Z2m imply that the complete weight enumerators in genus n of Type II
codes over Z2m is in the invariant space of the groups G2m, n .  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A simple relationship between the best known nonlinear binary codes,
which contain more codewords than any known linear codes with the same
minimum distance, and self-dual codes over Z4 was discovered by Hammons,
Kumar, Calderbank, Sloane, and Sole . Since then there have been many inter-
esting research results in the self-dual codes over the ring Z4 . Moreover,
recently, the codes over the general ring Z2m have been introduced. In fact, the
paper by Bannai, Dougherty, Harada and Oura [2] studied extensively the
Type II code over the ring Z2m . The MacWilliams identities for the complete
weight enumerators in genus n of codes over Z2m were derived and their
invariant properties have been used to find a connection between Siegel
modular forms of genus n and the complete weight enumerators (or
symmetrized weight enumerators) in genus n of Type II code over Z2m
(see [2]).
In this paper we find the relations between the complete weight enumerators
(or the symmetrized weight enumerators) in genus n of Type II codes over Z2m
and Jacobi forms of genus n. This connection has been already studied in
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the case of the genus n=1 by the first author [4], which generalizes Broue
and Enguehard map. In this paper, we derive a general transformation
formula of the Jacobi-theta series of higher genus over the arbitrary lattice
using Poisson summation formula. By selecting the special vector in the
unimodular even lattice or the lattice lifted from the Type II code over Z2m ,
we show the theta-series constructed from the weight enumerators (or the
symmetrized weight enumerators) in genus n of Type II codes over Z2m are,
in fact, Jacobi forms of genus n. A homomorphism between the invariant
spaces of the groups G2m, n (or H2m, n , repectively) (for the definition, see
Section 6) and the rings of Jacobi forms of genus n (or Siegel modular
forms of genus n, respectively) is derived.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
In this section, we give some definitions and notations. First we recall the
definition of Jacobi forms of higher genus [7]. Then we introduce Type II
code.
Let Sp2n(R) be the symplectic group defined by
Sp2n(R)={M # M2n_2n(R) } M tJM=J, J=\ 0In
&In
0 +=
and 1n is the Siegel modular group, i.e., 1n=Sp2n(Z).
Let H (n, j )R be the Heisenberg group;
H (n, j )R =[[(*, +), $] | *, + # Mj_n(R), $ # Mj_j (R), ($++*
t)=($++*t)t]
which is a group with the following composition law
[(*, +), $] b [(*$, +$), $$]=[(*+*$, +++$), $+$$+*+$t&+*$t].
The mapping
[(*, +), $] \
In
*
0
0
0
Ij
0
0
0
+
In
0
+t
$
&*t
Ij +
defines an embedding of H (n, j )R into Sp2(n+ j )(R). Now the group Sp2n(R)
acts on H (n, j )R by multiplication from the left
[(*, +), $] } M=[(*, +) } M, $].
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So we can define the Jacobi group G (n, j )R =Sp2n(R) _ HH
(n, j )
R with the
associated composition law
(M, [(*, +), $]) } (M$, [(*$, +$), $$])=(MM$, [(*, +), $] } M$ b [(*$, +$), $$]).
It can be verified that G (n, j )R acts on Hn_C
( j, n) as a group of automorphism.
The action is given by
(M, [(*, +), $]) } ({, z)=(M ({) , (z+*{++)(C{+D)&1),
where M=( AC
B
D).
Let Hn be the Siegel upper half plane of genus n;
Hn=[Z # Mn_n(C) | Zt=Z, Im(Z)>0].
For a holomorphic function f : Hn_C( j, n)  C, any nonnegative integer k
and a positive half integral matrix M # Mj_j (R), slash operators are
defined as
( f |k, M M)({, z)
=det(C{+D)&k e&2?i_(Mz(C{+D)&1 Cz t)f (M ({) , z(C{+D)&1)
and
( f |M ‘)({, z)=e2?i_(M(*{*
t+2*z t+($++*t)))f ({, z+*{++),
where M=( VC
V
D) # Sp2n(R), ‘=[(*, +), $] # H
(n, j )
R . Here, _(M ) denotes
the trace of M.
Definition 2.1. Let k be a nonnegative integer and M # Mj_j (Z) be a
positive definite half integral matrix. A holomorphic function f : Hn_C( j, n)
 C satisfying
( f |k, MM )({, z)= f ({, z), \M # 1n , (2.1)
( f |M ‘)({, z)= f ({, z), \‘ # H (n, j )Z (2.2)
and having a Fourier expansion of the following form:
f ({, z)= :
N half integral # Mn_n (R)
N=N t0
:
R # Z (n, j )
c(N, R) e2?i_(N{)e2?i_(Rz), (2.3)
with c(N, R){0 only if ( N(12) R t
(12) R
M )0, is called a Jacobi form of genus
n with weight k and index M on 1n .
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We denote the space of Jacobi forms of weight k and index M on 1n
as Jk, M(1n).
Remark 2.2. For f # Jk, M(1n), f ({, 0) is a Siegel modular form of
weight k of genus n on 1n ; namely, it satisfies the following transformation
law
f (M ({) , 0)=(C{+D)k f ({, 0), \ \AC
B
D+ # 1n .
Now one recalls the following definitions from codes (see, for instance, [1]).
A linear code C of length k over Z2m is an additive subgroup of Zk2m . The
Euclidean weight Ew(x) of a vector x=(x1 , ..., xk) is
Ew(x)= :
k
i=1
min[x2i , (2m&x i)
2].
The inner product of x and y in Zk2m is defined by
x } y=x1 y1+x2 y2+ } } } xk yk
where x=(x1 , ..., xk), y=( y1 , ..., yk). The dual code C= of C is defined as
C==[x # Zk2m | x } y=0, \y # C].
C is called self-dual if C=C=. We define a Type II code over Z2m as a
self-dual code with Euclidean weights divisible by 4m. Self-dual codes
which are not Type II are said to be Type I.
Next, we recall definitions of the complete weight enumerator and the
symmetrized weight enumerator in genus n[2].
Definition 2.3. For a code C over Z2m , the complete weight enumerator
in genus n is given by
CC, n(za)= :
c1 , ..., cn # C
‘
a # Z n2m
zna(c1 , ..., cn )a
where na(c1 , ..., cn) denotes the number of i satisfying a=(c1, i , c2, i , ..., cn, i)t,
cl=(cl, i).
We define a relation t in Zn2m by
atb  a=b or a=&b
where a, b # Zn2m . Then the relation t becomes an equivalence relation in
Zn2m and we denote the natural projection using the convention a .
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Definition 2.4. For a code C over Z2m , the symmetrized weight
enumerator in genus n is given by
SC, n(za )= :
c1 , ..., cn # C
‘
a # Z n2m
zna (c1 , ..., cn )a
where na (c1 , ..., cn) denotes the number of i satisfying a =(c1, i , c2, i , ..., cn, i) t.
Remark 2.5. One notes that the symmetrized weight enumerator is
obtained from the complete one by specialization za=z&a .
3. JACOBI THETA-SERIES
Let Rk be k-dimensional Euclidean space with the usual euclidean inner
product x } y, x, y # Rk. A k-dimensional lattice 4 # Rk is a free Z-module
spanned by k linearly independent vectors v1 , ..., vk . We denote the dual
lattice of 4 be 4*. It is
4*=[x # Rk | x } y # Z, \y # 4].
A lattice is integral if 44*. An integral lattice 4 is called unimodular iff
4=4*. 4 is even lattice if x } x#0 (mod 2), \x # 4.
In this section we study Jacobi theta-series of higher genus over the
lattice and derive its functional equation by using the usual Poisson
summation formula. In the case of genus 1 the Jacobi theta-series was
defined and studied by EichlerZagier [5].
Theorem 3.1. Let 4 be a lattice on Rk and c be any fixed element in 4 j.
Define the theta series of the lattice 4n is the function % (n)4, c on Hn_C
( j, n)
% (n)4, c({, z) := :
* # 4n
e?i_(*{* t)+2?i_(c t*zt),
with { # Hn , z # C( j, n). Then it satisfies the following transformation formula;
%(n)4, c(&{
&1, z{&1)=
1
vol(Rk4)n \det
{
i+
k2
e?i_(ctcz{&1zt)% (n)4*, c({, z),
where 4* is the dual lattice of 4.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let g(*)=e?i_(&*{&1* t)+2?i_(c t*(z{&1)t). Then the
Fourier transformation g^(x), x # R(k, n), is
g^(x)=|
R (k, n)
g(*) e&2?i_(*x t) d*
=e?i_((cz&x{) {&1(cz&x{) t) |
R (k, n)
e&?i_((*&cz+x{) {&1 (*&cz+x{) t) d*
=\det {i+
k2
e?i_(ctcz{&1z t)e?i_(x{x t )&2?i_(c txz t).
So, by the Poisson summation formula,
% (n)4, c(&{
&1, z{&1)= :
* # 4n
g(*)=
1
vol(Rk4)n
:
x # 4*n
g^(x)
=
1
vol(Rk4)n
:
x # 4* n
g^(&x)
=
1
vol(Rk4)n \det
{
i+
k2
e?i_(c tcz{&1z t)
_ :
x # 4* n
e?i_(x{x t)+2?i_(c txz t)
=
1
vol(Rk4)n \det
{
i+
k2
e?i_(c tcz{&1z t) %(n)4*, c({, z). K
By choosing a special lattice, we get the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let 4 be an even unimodular lattice on Rk and c be a
fixed element in 4 j. Then % (n)4, c({, z) is in Jk2, (12) c tc(1n), where { # Hn ,
z # C( j, n).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Since 1n is generated by ( 0&In
In
0 ) and (
In
0
T
In
), T
integral symmetric, it is enough to check the following three transformation
laws;
(i) for every symmetric matrix T # Mn_n(Z), % (n)4, c({+T, z)=%
(n)
4, c({, z),
(ii) % (n)4, c(&{
&1, z{&1)=(det {)k2 e?i_(c tcz{&1z t)%4, c({, z),
(iii) for every +, & # Mj_n(Z),
% (n)4, c({, z++{+&)=e
&?i_(c tc(+{+ t+2+zt))% (n)4, c({, z).
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Because T is symmetric and 4 is even unimodular, one can check that
_(*T*t)#0 (mod 2), \* # 4n.
So, (i) follows. To check (ii), one notes that the even unimodularity of 4
implies that k#0 (mod 8), vol(Rk4)=1 and 4*=4. Therefore, (ii)
follows from the transformation law given in Theorem 3.1. The transforma-
tion law (iii) can be checked directly from the definition of the theta-series;
% (n)4, c({, z++{+&)
= :
* # 4n
e?i_(*{*t)+2?i_(c t*(z t+{+t+& t))
= :
* # 4n
e?i_((*+c+) {(*+c+) t&c+{+tct+2*ztc t+2*& tc t)
=e&?i_(c tc+{+t+c tc2+zt) :
* # 4 n
e?i_((*+c+) {(*+c+) t)+2?i_(c t (*+c+) zt)e2?i_(*&tc t).
Since _(*&tct) # Z and 4n+c+=4n,
% (n)4, c({, z++{+&)=e
&?i_(c tc(+{+ t+2+z t))% (n)4, c({, z).
And from the fact that
4*t*& 12 (*
tc)(ctc)&1 (*tc)t
is positive definite, we can obtain that the theta series has Fourier series
expansion with the condition (2.3). So % (n)4, c({, z) is a Jacobi form of genus
n with weight k2 and index
1
2 c
tc on 1n . K
Corollary 3.3. Let 4 and c # 4 j be as in Theorem 3.2. Then % (n)4, c({, 0)
is a Siegel modular form of genus n with weight k2 on 1n .
4. THE WEIGHT ENUMERATORS OF CODES, JACOBI FORMS,
AND SIEGEL MODULAR FORMS
In [2], E. Bannai et al. introduced the complete weight enumerators and
the symmetrized weight enumerators in genus n of codes over Z2m .
In this section we show how to get a Jacobi form (or Siegel modular
form, respectively) of genus n from the complete weight enumerators (or
symmetrized weight enumerators, respectively) of a code in genus n over
the ring Z2m . By evaluating the complete weight enumerators in genus n
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using special theta-series, one constructs Jacobi theta series of genus n. This
relation has been studied when n=1[4].
Let \ be a map from Z2m to Z sending 0, 1, ..., m to 0, 1, ..., m and
m+1, ..., 2m&1 to 1&m, ..., &1, respectively. We say that the k-dimen-
sional lattice
4(C)=
1
- 2m
[\(C)+2mZk]
is induced from a code C of length k over Z2m .
We first consider the following special Theta-series.
Theorem 4.1. Let CZk2m be a Type II code and 4(C) be a lattice in
Rk induced by C. Then a theta-series  (n)4(C), m({, z), defined by
 (n)4(C), m({, z) :=%
(n)
4(C), - 2m (1, ..., 1) t ({, z)= :
x # 4(C) n
e?i_(x{xt)+2?i(- 2m(1, ..., 1) xz t),
is in Jk2, mk (1n). Here, - 2m(1, 1, ..., 1) # 4(C)(/Rk), { # Hn , z # C(1, n).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is known that the length k of a Type II code
is divisible by 8 (see Corollary 3.3 in [2]) and the induced lattice is an
even unimodular (see Theorem 3.1 in [2]). So the claim follows from
Theorem 3.2 by taking c=(1- 2m)(2m, 2m, ..., 2m) # 4(C). K
The following result is immediate.
Corollary 4.2. Let C and 4(C) be as in Theorem 4.1. Then (n)4(C), m({, 0)
is a Siegel modular form of weight k2 on 1n .
The next theorem gives a connection between the complete weight
enumerators of codes and Jacobi forms of genus n.
Theorem 4.3. Let C be a code over Z2m with length k and let CC, n
(za with a # Zn2m) be a complete weight enumerator in genus n. Then
(n)4(C), m({, z)=CC, n(m, u({, z) with u # Z
n
2m),
where
m, u({, z)= :
y # 2mZ n
e2?i((14m)( y+u) {( y+u) t+( y+u) zt), { # Hn , z # C(1, n).
(4.1)
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let . be a natural homomorphism from Z(k, n)
to Z (k, n)2m . Let U=(u1 , ..., un) # C
n be a n-tuple of codeword of C and
Na=na(u1 , ..., un). Then
:
x # .&1(U )
e2?i_((14m) x{x t)+2?i(1, ..., 1) xzt)
= :
x # .&1 (0)
e2?i_((14m)(x+U ) {(x+U ) t)+2?i(1, ..., 1)(x+U ) z t) (4.2)
where U be a preimage of U such that every entry s of U satisfies the
condition 0s<2m. Let U =(u~ 1 , .., u~ k)t. Then
(4.2)= :
x1 # 2mZ
n
} } } :
xk # 2mZ
n
_e2?i((14m)((x1+u~ 1) {(x1+u~ 1) t+ } } } +(xk+u~ k) {(xk+u~ k)) t+((x1+u~ 1)+ } } } +(xk+u~ k)) z t)
= :
x1 # 2mZ
n
e2?i((14m)(x1+u~ 1) {(x1+u~ 1) t+(x1+u~ 1) z t)
} } } :
xk # 2mZ
n
e2?i((14m)(xk+u~ k) {(xk+u~ k)t+(xk+u~ k) zt)
=m, u~ 1({, z) } } } m, u~ k ({, z),
where x=(x1 , ..., xk)t. Since the number of a # Zn2m in u~ 1 , ..., u~ k is exactly
equal to Na , so  (n)4(C), m({, z)=CC, n(m, u({, z) with u # Z
n
2m). K
By applying Theorem 4.1 one has the following result.
Corollary 4.4. Let C be a Type II code over Z2m with length k. Then
CC, n(m, u({, z) with u # Zn2m) is a Jacobi form of weight
k
2 and index mk
on 1n .
From the definition of theta series m, u({, z) in (4.1), one notes m, &u({, z)
=m, u({, &z). In particular, m, &u({, 0)=m, u({, 0). The following theorem
shows a connection between Siegel modular forms and the symmetrized
weight enumerators of codes over Z2m .
Theorem 4.5. Let C be a code over Z2m with length k and let SC, n(za )
be a symmetrized weight enumerator in genus n. Then
 (n)4(C), m({, 0)=SC, n(m, u ({, 0) with u # Z
n
2m),
where m, u ({, z)=m, u({, z).
Proof of Theorem 4.5. It is clear from Theorem 4.3 and from the fact
that m, &u({, 0)=m, u({, 0). K
We get the following direct result from Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 4.5.
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Corollary 4.6. Let C be a Type II code over Z2m with length k. Then
SC, n(m, u ({, 0) with u # Z n2m) is a Siegel modular form of weight
k
2 on 1n .
Remark 4.7. Corollary 4.6 was first studied by Bannai et al. (see Theorem
7.1 in [2]).
5. INVARIANT SPACE AND THE SPACE OF JACOBI FORMS OF
HIGHER GENUS
In this section we find a homomorphism beween a certain invariant
space and a space of Jacobi forms (or Siegel modular forms, respectively)
of genus n. This result was motivated from the MacWilliams identities of
the completely weight enumerators (or, the symmetrized weight enumerators,
respectively) of Type II codes over Z2m , which was derived by Bannai et al.
(see Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 in [2]).
First we define the invariant space under the action of the group G2m, n
and H2m, n generated by (1(- 2m)n) e&?in4M2m, n and N2m, n(T)((1(- 2m)n)
e&?in4M2m, n , N2m, n (T), respectively) with T integral symmetric matrices.
Here,
M2m, n=(e&2?i(aja
t
k2m)0 j, k(2m) n&1
and
N2m, n(T )=\
e2?i((14m) a0Ta
t
0 )
0
b
0
0
e2?i((14m) a1Ta
t
1)
b
0
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
b
} } }
0
0
b
e2?i((14m) a(2m)n&1Ta
t
(2m)n&1)+ .
Then we construct Jacobi forms associated with polynomials in the
invariant space.
Definition 5.1. Let G2m, n be a group generated by (1(- 2m)n)
e&?in4M2m, n and N2m, n(T ). The invariant space under the group G2m, n is
the set C[X0 , X2 , ..., X(2m) n&1]G2m, n of homogeneous polynomials satisfying
L } f (X)= f (X ), \L # G2m, n , with X=(X0 , ..., X(2m) n&1).
Here, we consider that an l_l matrix B acts on the polynomial ring
C[X1 , ..., Xl] as
B } f (X1 , ..., Xl )= f \ :
1 jl
b1 jXj , ..., :
1 jl
bljXj+ ,
where f # C[X1 , ..., Xl] and B=(bij).
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Remark 5.2. The following MacWilliams identities of the complete weight
enumerators of Type II codes over Z2m imply that the complete weight
enumerators CC, n (za with a # Zn2m) of the of Type II codes over Z2m is in the
invariant space C[X0 , X1 , ..., X(2m) n&1]G2m, n : (MacWilliams identity (Theorem
5.1 in [2])) for Type II code CZk2m ,
(i) CC, n (za with a # Zn2m)=(1(- 2m)n) e&?in4M2m, n } CC, n (za with
a # Zn2m),
(ii) CC, n (za with a # Zn2m)=N2m, n(T ) } CC, n (za with a # Z
n
2m).
The following theorem gives a connection between an invariant space and
a ring of Jacobi forms.
Theorem 5.3. Let f (X0 , ..., X(2m) n&1) be a homogeneous polynomial of
degree l in the invariant space C[X0 , X1 , ..., X(2m) n&1]G2m, n. Then f (m, a0({, z),
m, a1({, z), ..., m, a(2m)n&1({, z)) is in Jl2, ml(1n).
To prove the above theorem, we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let N be a complete system of representatives of the cosets
Z(1, n)2mZ(1, n). Then the functions [%m, a({, z) | a # N], where
%m, a({, z)= :
x # 2mZ n
e2?i((14m)(x+a) {(x+a) t+(x+a) z t), { # Hn , z # C(1, n)
satisfies the following transformation formulas:
1.
\
m, a0(&{
&1, z{&1)
m, a1(&{
&1, z{&1)
b
m, a(2m)n&1 (&{
&1, z{&1)+
=(2m)&n2 {det \{i+=
12
e2?i(mz{&1 zt )M2m, n \
m, a0({, z)
m, a1({, z)
b
m, a(2m)n&1 ({, z)
+ ,
with M2m, n=(e&2?i(aj a
t
k 2m)0 j, k(2m) n&1 .
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2. For any symmetric matrix T # Mn_n(Z),
\
m, a0({+T, z)
m, a1({+T, z)
b
m, a(2m)n&1({+T, z)
+=N2m, n(T ) \
m, a0({, z)
m, a1({, z)
b
m, a(2m)n&1 ({, z)
+ ,
3. For all *, + # Z(1, n),
\
m, a0({, z+*{++)
m, a1({, z+*{++)
b
m, a(2m)n&1 ({, z+*{++)
+=e&2?i(m*{* t+2m*z t) \
m, a0({, z)
m, a1({, z)
b
m, a(2m)n&1({, z)
+ .
Proof of Lemma 5.4. This kind of theta series was studied by Ziegler in
[7]. Here, by choosing a special complete system of representatives N we
derive the above transformation formula. See [7] for the more detailed
proof. K
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Since f is invariant on the action of (1(- 2m)n)
e&?in4M2m, n and N2m, n(T ),
f (m, a(&{&1, z{&1) | a # Zn2m)
= f ((det {)12 e2?imz{&1 zt
1
(- 2m)n
e&?in4M2m, n(m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m)
=(det {)l2 el } 2?imz{&1zt
1
(- 2m)n
e&?in4M2m, n } f (m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m)
=(det {)l2 el } 2?imz{&1ztf (m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m)
and for any symmetric T # Mn_n(Z),
f (m, a({+T, z) | a # Zn2m)=N2m, n(T ) } f (m, a({, z) | a # Z
n
2m),
= f (m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m).
From Lemma 5.4,
f (m, a({, z+*{t++) | a # Zn2m)= f (e
&2?i(m*{* t+2m*z t)m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m)
=e&l } 2?i(m*{* t+2m*z t )f (m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m).
From the definition of the theta-series m, a({, z), we can check that
f (m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m) has the Fourier expansion of the form (2.3). So,
f (m, a({, z) | a # Zn2m) is a Jacobi form of weight
l
2 and index lm on 1n . K
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Remark 5.5. From Remark 5.2 the complete weight enumerator CC, n (za
with a # Zn2m) of Type II codes over Z2m is in C[X0 , X1 , ..., X(2m) n&1]
G2m, n. So,
Theorem 4.1 can be considered as the special case of Theorem 5.3.
Next, we consider a connection between a ring of Siegel modular forms
and a certain invariant space.
Definition 5.6. Let H2m, n be a group generated by (1(- 2m)n)
e&?in4M2m, n and N2m, n (T ) with integral symmetric matrices T. Here,
M2m, n =\ :d # Z n2m , d =b k e
&2?i(a j d
t2m)+a j , b k # Z n2m , N2m, n (T )
=diag(e2?i((14m) a Ta t ))a # Z n2m .
The invariant space under the group H2m, n is the set C[X0 , X1 , ...,
X(m+1) n&1]H2m, n of homogeneous polynomials satisfying L } f (X )= f (X ),
\L # H2m, n .
Remark 5.7. The MacWilliams identities of the symmetrized weight
enumerators of Type II codes over Z2m imply that the symmetrized weight
enumerators SC, n(za | a # Zn2m) of the of Type II codes over Z2m is in the
invariant space C[X0 , X1 , ..., X(2m)n&1]H2m, n : (MacWilliams identity (Corollary
5.2 in [2])) for Type II code CZk2m ,
(i) SC, n(za | a # Z n2m)=(1(- 2m)n) e&?in4M2m, n } SC, n(za | a # Z n2m),
(ii) SC, n(za | a # Z n2m)=N2m, n (T ) } SC, n(za | a # Z
n
2m).
As a special case of Theorem 5.3 we derive the following Theorem which
was first studied in [2].
Theorem 5.8. Let f (X0 , ..., X(m+1) n&1) be a homogeneous polynomial
of degree l in the invariant space C[X0 , X1 , ..., X(m+1) n&1]H2m, n. Then
f (m, a0({, 0), ..., m, a(m+1)n&1({, 0)) is a Siegel modular form of weight
l
2 of
genus n on 1n .
Proof of Theorem 5.8. The proof of Theorem 5.8 is very similar to that
of Theorem 5.3. So we omit details. K
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